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Neural-network oscillations at distinct frequencies have been
implicated in the encoding, consolidation and retrieval of information in the hippocampus. Some GABA (g-aminobutyric acid)-

containing interneurons fire phase-locked to theta oscillations
(4–8 Hz) or to sharp-wave-associated ripple oscillations (120–
200 Hz), which represent different behavioural states1–6. Interneurons also entrain pyramidal cells in vitro7. The large diversity
of interneurons8–10 poses the question of whether they have
specific roles in shaping distinct network activities in vivo.
Here we report that three distinct interneuron types—basket,
axo-axonic and oriens–lacunosum-moleculare cells—visualized
and defined by synaptic connectivity as well as by neurochemical
markers, contribute differentially to theta and ripple oscillations
in anaesthetized rats. The firing patterns of individual cells of the
same class are remarkably stereotyped and provide unique
signatures for each class. We conclude that the diversity of
interneurons, innervating distinct domains of pyramidal cells11,
emerged to coordinate the activity of pyramidal cells in a
temporally distinct and brain-state-dependent manner.
Network activity patterns of the hippocampus include theta
oscillations (4–8 Hz), which are observed in the rat during exploration and rapid-eye-movement sleep1,6, and sharp-wave-associated

Figure 1 Firing patterns of a parvalbumin-positive basket cell ( T44b) in vivo. a, The cell
fired rhythmically on the descending phase of theta oscillations (filtered 3–6 Hz), and at
high frequency at the troughs of sharp-wave-associated ripples (filtered 90–140 Hz).
Scales: unit, 0.5 mV; unfiltered local field potential (LFP), 0.5 mV; theta, 0.3 mV, 300 ms;
sharp wave, 0.2 mV, 50 ms. b, Reconstruction of the recorded and neurobiotin-labelled
cell; soma and dendrites in red (complete). The axon in yellow, shown from only two

sections of 65 mm thickness, contacted mainly pyramidal cell somata and proximal
dendrites. c, The soma (star; partly seen) was cut during sectioning of the brain and
is parvalbumin-immunopositive together with the dendrites (arrows) in
immunofluorescence. alv., alveus; st. lm., stratum lacunosum-moleculare; st. or., stratum
oriens; st. py., stratum pyramidale; st. ra., stratum radiatum. Scale bars: b, 100 mm;
c, 20 mm.
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ripples (120–200 Hz) that occur during slow-wave sleep, awake
immobility and consumatory behaviours3,5,12. We recorded the
spiking activity of GABA-releasing interneurons from the dorsal
CA1 region of the hippocampus in anaesthetized rats during network oscillations. Under the combined urethane–ketamine anaesthesia used here, high-frequency ripples (mean ^ s.d.,
123 ^ 11 Hz) occurred spontaneously, and theta oscillations
(4.2 ^ 0.3 Hz) occurred after foot-pinch or spontaneously, depending on the depth of anaesthesia. Importantly, systemic administration of atropine (75 mg kg21) did not abolish theta oscillations
(4.0 ^ 0.3 Hz) in five rats tested. The presence of atropine-resistant
theta is similar to that observed in the behaving rat and different
from rats deeply anaesthetized with urethane13. The application of
the juxtacellular method14 enabled us to label selectively the
recorded neurons and to confirm their identity. Three distinct
interneuron classes have been analysed by light and electron

microscopy, as well as by immunocytochemical testing for
neuropeptides, calcium-binding proteins and neurotransmitter
receptors.
Parvalbumin-expressing basket cells (n ¼ 5) fired preferentially
on the descending phase of the extracellular theta oscillations
recorded in the stratum pyramidale. They fired often with one or
several spikes (Fig. 1a) per ripple episode, at 128 ^ 698 (mean
angle ^ angular deviation) after the troughs of the ripple waves.
The axon of basket cells was restricted mainly to the stratum
pyramidale, or it also spread into neighbouring layers (Fig. 1b),
but it predominantly contacted somata and proximal dendrites of
pyramidal cells and other interneurons11. The somata of two basket
cells were located in the stratum pyramidale; the other three somata
were in stratum oriens, including one next to the alveus.
No physiological difference was observed between cells that had
different soma locations. All basket cells were immunopositive for

Figure 2 Firing patterns of a parvalbumin-positive axo-axonic cell ( T76b) in vivo. a, The
cell fired rhythmically just after the positive peak of theta oscillations, and at the beginning
of a sharp-wave burst, but was silent subsequently. Scales: unit, 0.5 mV; theta, 0.2 mV,
300 ms; sharp wave, 0.1 mV, 50 ms. b, Reconstruction of the neurobiotin-labelled
cell; soma and dendrites in red (complete); the axon (yellow) is restricted to the basal part
of the stratum pyramidale and is shown from only one section of 65-mm thickness.

c, d, Immunofluorescence of parvalbumin in the axo-axonic (star) and in an unrecorded
cell (arrow). e, Micrograph of the labelled cell. f, Electron micrograph showing a bouton (b)
making a synapse (arrowhead) with an axon initial segment (AIS) characterized by
membrane undercoating (small arrow). Abbreviations as in Fig. 1. Scale bars: b, 100 mm,
c–e, 20 mm; f, 0.2 mm.
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parvalbumin (Fig. 1c), but were negative for the neuropeptide
cholecystokinin (CCK).
Axo-axonic cells (n ¼ 2) fired preferentially just after the peak of
the theta cycles and discharged transiently at the beginning of sharpwave-associated ripples (Fig. 2a). The somata of both cells were
located in stratum pyramidale. In contrast to the basket cells, the
dendrites of the axo-axonic cells branched extensively in stratum
lacunosum-moleculare and in the alveus (Fig. 2b). Electron microscopic analysis confirmed the identity of these cells (Fig. 2f), as their
postsynaptic targets were exclusively axon initial segments (13
synapses, cell T76b; eight synapses, cell T88a) of pyramidal cells11.
Both axo-axonic cells were strongly immunopositive for parvalbumin (Fig. 2d); one of the cells was tested for CCK and was
immunonegative (data not shown).
Oriens–lacunosum-moleculare (O-LM) cells (n ¼ 3) fired rhythmically at the trough of theta cycles and were suppressed during
ripple episodes (Fig. 3a). The somata of all three cells were located in
the stratum oriens; one cell was at the border of the CA1 area and
subiculum (Fig. 3b). They had mainly horizontally running dendrites. The main axons of these cells crossed stratum pyramidale and
radiatum, and branched heavily in stratum lacunosum-moleculare,
where their terminals are co-aligned with the entorhinal input15–18.
All three O-LM cells were immunopositive for the metabotropic
glutamate receptor mGluR1a and the neuropeptide somatostatin,
and they were also weakly positive for parvalbumin (Fig. 3c). In
addition, one of the cells was tested with an antibody against
mGluR7a, and the soma and dendrites were selectively decorated
with strongly immunopositive terminals (Fig. 3d).
To compare the firing patterns of different neurons quantitatively5 (see also Supplementary Information), data from three
different brain states were analysed: theta oscillation, sharp-wave/
ripple epochs and non-theta/non-sharp-wave periods (Fig. 4a). The
discharge frequency of pyramidal cells showed no significant
difference (paired t-test, P . 0.1, n ¼ 6) between theta and nontheta/non-sharp-wave periods. Interneurons, as a single group,

increased their discharge frequency during theta oscillations (paired
t-test, P , 0.01, n ¼ 10). During ripples, both pyramidal cells and
basket cells increased their discharge frequency (paired t-test,
P , 0.05 and P , 0.01, respectively) in comparison to non-theta/
non-sharp-wave periods. Axo-axonic cells showed no significant
difference in discharge frequency (paired t-test, P . 0.1), and OLM cells decreased their firing rates during sharp waves (paired ttest, P , 0.05).
An even more robust difference between interneuron classes
emerged from the analysis of temporal structure during network
oscillations (Fig. 4b). During theta oscillations, pyramidal cells fired
at 208 ^ 658, parvalbumin basket cells at 2718 ^ 688, axo-axonic
cells at 1858 ^ 558, and O-LM cells at 198 ^ 578 (mean angle ^
angular deviation). The phase preferences of the three interneuron
classes during theta oscillations were all significantly different from
each other (Watson–Williams test, P , 0.01). Notably, the interspike interval within theta cycles that had $2 spikes was different
for the three cell types (Kruskal–Wallis test with post-hoc Dunn
tests, P , 0.01). The interspike intervals were 45 ^ 25 ms (mean ^
s.d.), 20 ^ 17 ms and 76 ^ 19 ms for basket, axo-axonic and O-LM
cells, respectively. This indicates that axo-axonic cells and basket
cells discharge at gamma frequency within theta cycles, in contrast
to O-LM cells. During sharp-wave-associated ripples, pyramidal
cells and basket cells fired most frequently at the maximum
amplitude of the ripple episode, resulting in a single, robust peak
in the cross-correlogram (Fig. 4b). Surprisingly, both axo-axonic
cells showed a different firing pattern; they increased their firing
probability at the beginning of the sharp-wave episode, but were
silent at the maximum amplitude and after the sharp wave. All OLM cells were silent during sharp waves. The firing patterns of cells in
the same class were remarkably similar, providing highly predictive
signatures for each class. In addition, the firing patterns of the three
classes of interneuron correspond to firing patterns of unidentified
neurons in the behaving animal5. All parvalbumin-positive basket,
axo-axonic and O-LM cells resemble ‘single peak’, ‘biphasic’ and

Figure 3 Firing patterns of an O-LM cell ( T64a) in vivo. a, The cell fired rhythmically on
the trough of theta oscillations, but was silent during sharp-wave-associated ripples.
Scales: unit, 0.3 mV; theta, 0.2 mV, 300 ms; sharp wave, 0.05 mV, 50 ms. b,
Reconstruction of the neurobiotin-filled oriens–lacunosum-moleculare (O-LM) cell. Soma
and dendrites in red (complete); the axon restricted to str. lm. (yellow) is shown from only

two sections of 65-mm thickness. c, The soma was cut into two sections; one shows
somatostatin and metabotropic glutamate receptor mGluR1a immunoreactivity; the other
shows parvalbumin immunoreactivity. d, The dendrite of another recorded O-LM cell
(T93b) is decorated with highly mGluR7a-immunopositive terminals (yellow).
Abbreviations as in Fig. 1. Scales: b, 100 mm; c, d, 5 mm.
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‘anti-sharp-wave’ neurons, respectively (see Methods). One of the
O-LM cells did not reach significance for anti-sharp-wave neurons,
because only a small number of ripples (n ¼ 10) could be recorded.
Nevertheless, the data confirmed that O-LM cells are silent during
sharp waves.
We have shown that three distinct classes of interneuron, as

defined by their synaptic connectivity, contribute to different
aspects of network oscillations in vivo. Therefore, it seems that a
large diversity of GABA interneurons evolved to control pyramidal
cells in a temporally distinct and brain-state-dependent manner.
During theta activity, CA1 place cells1 are activated primarily by the
perforant path19,20. The O-LM cells, whose axons are co-aligned with
the perforant path input, fire coincidentally with the strongest
hyperpolarization in the distal dendrites of pyramidal cells6. Therefore, O-LM cells might phase-modulate excitatory input from the
perforant path21 and/or provide rhythmic hyperpolarization that
could de-inactivate voltage-sensitive ion channels and facilitate
somatodentritic back-propagation of the action potentials22 and
burst discharge23 in active place cells. Axo-axonic cells and basket
cells have high discharge probabilities on the descending phase of
the theta cycle at times when the discharge probability of pyramidal
cells is lowest and gamma power is highest2,6,24–26. Such cycle-phase
arrangement can facilitate the rhythmic entrainment of pyramidal
cell discharge7. During slow-wave sleep, the main driving source to
CA1 pyramidal neurons is the sharp-wave-associated discharge of
the CA3 pyramids5. Transient suppression of O-LM cell activity
during sharp waves may allow action potentials in pyramidal cells to
back-propagate to the most distal dendrites27,28 and facilitate longterm potentiation of those entorhinal input synapses that are
coincidentally active during sharp waves. Basket cells (parvalbumin-positive) fire at high frequency and phase-locked to ripple
oscillation, and can therefore provide an inhibitory temporal
structure for large populations of pyramidal cells3,5. By contrast,
axo-axonic cells, which make inhibitory synapses at the site of
action potential generation, only fire at the beginning of the sharp
wave. Such a coordination of distinct inputs could time-lock the
activity of thousands of pyramidal cells to fire together, exactly at
the maximum amplitude of ripple episodes.
Different classes of interneuron innervate distinct domains of
pyramidal cells and exhibit specific firing patterns during behaviourally relevant oscillations. Therefore, they probably evolved to
temporally coordinate input–output transformation in the hippocampal pyramidal cells, and to govern the formation and retrieval of
cell assemblies during hippocampus-dependent behaviour.
A

Methods
Electrophysiological recordings
Rats were treated in accordance with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 1986 (UK)
and associated procedures. Fifty-two male Sprague–Dawley rats (250–350 g) were
anaesthetized with 1.25 mg kg21 urethane, plus supplemental doses of ketamine and
xylazine (20 and 2 mg kg21, respectively) as needed, and body temperature was retained
with a heating pad. Neuronal activity in the hippocampus was recorded extracellularly
with a glass electrode (18–25 MQ) filled with 1.5% neurobiotin in 0.5 M NaCl, and the
local field potential (LFP) was recorded with a stationary second electrode in the
hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cell layer. Single-unit activity (sampling rate 20 kHz) and
LFP (sampling rate 800 Hz) were filtered online at 0.8–5 kHz and 0.5–200 Hz, respectively.
After the collection of a sufficient number of spikes, the electrode was advanced towards
the cell, which was then labelled juxtacellularly with neurobiotin by applying positive
current steps14. The shape and amplitude of spikes were monitored during recording,
advancing the electrode and labelling to ensure that recorded spikes originated from a
single neuron only, and that the recorded cell was labelled. Recordings from nine out of ten
putative interneurons resulted in a single labelled interneuron following histological

R Figure 4 Distinct interneuron classes generate different firing patterns during theta and
ripple oscillations in vivo. a, Discharge frequency (mean ^ s.e.m.) of pyramidal cells,
parvalbumin-positive basket cells, axo-axonic cells and O-LM cells during theta (t),
non-theta/non-sharp-wave (n) and sharp-wave-associated ripples (s). b, The mean firing
probabilities of different cell types are shown as grey columns, firing probabilities of each
interneuron as coloured lines. For clarity, two theta cycles are shown; 08 and 3608 mark
the trough of the theta cycles recorded extracellularly in the stratum pyramidale (left
column). The start, maximum amplitude and end of the normalized sharp-wave episodes
are marked as 21, 0 and 1, respectively (right column). Note that the phase relationships
of neurons to the network patterns are similar within the same class, despite variation in
discharge probability of individual cells.
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processing. In one case, spikes from a putative interneuron and a putative pyramidal cell
were recorded simultaneously and, after labelling, a parvalbumin-positive basket cell and a
pyramidal cell were recovered. The interneuron was more strongly modulated by the
current steps and was also more strongly labelled than the pyramidal cell.

Anatomical and immunohistochemical visualization
The rats were perfused with fixative 4 h after labelling. Immunofluorescence and
peroxidase reactions for light microscopy and electron microscopy were performed as
described previously18,29. Antibodies against parvalbumin, CCK, somatostatin and
mGluR7a were gifts from K. Baimbridge, A. Varro, A. Buchan and R. Shigemoto,
respectively; antibodies against mGluR1 were obtained from DiaSorin. The specificity of
these antibodies is discussed elsewhere29.

Data analysis
Theta epochs were detected by calculating the theta (3–6 Hz) to delta (2–3 Hz) frequency
power ratio in 2-s windows of the LFP5. A ratio greater than four in at least three
consecutive windows marked theta episodes, and a ratio less than two in at least three
consecutive windows indicated epochs that are called non-theta/non-sharp-wave periods,
which lacked field ripples. Non-theta/non-sharp-wave periods contained oscillations of
1 Hz and/or 2–3 Hz, but were not further analysed in this study, owing to the larger
variability in cell activity. To determine the phase relationship between single-cell and
theta activity, the troughs of the theta oscillations were detected in the filtered signal
(3–6 Hz). Each spike was assigned to a given phase (bin size 208) between the troughs (08
and 3608) and all theta cycles were superimposed5. Theta phase was analysed using circular
statistics30.
The LFP was filtered at 90–140 Hz for the detection of sharp-wave-associated ripples
and the power (r.m.s. amplitude) of the filtered signal was calculated in 10-ms windows5.
The threshold for ripple detection was set to 5 s.d. above the mean power. The beginning
and the end of the sharp wave were set where the power crossed 1 s.d. above the mean
power. The maximum amplitude of the oscillation was detected by a peak-finding
algorithm. To evaluate the firing pattern of a single neuron during sharp waves, ripple
episodes were normalized. Because sharp waves are often not symmetrical, the periods
between the beginning and the ripple maximum, and the ripple maximum and the end of
the sharp-wave episodes were each divided into four bins, and spikes were sorted into bins.
To test whether potential correlations of firing patterns with sharp waves arose by chance,
for each cell the exact number and duration of observed sharp-wave windows were
randomly shuffled over the period of non-theta/non-sharp-wave epoch, and the spikes
detected in the windows were binned. A neuron was considered to be a ‘single peak’ cell if
the number of spikes in six bins surrounding the ripple maximum was higher in the
observed sharp-wave correlogram than the mean þ 2 s.d. from 100 shuffled correlograms.
For anti-sharp-wave cells the number of spikes in six bins surrounding the ripple
maximum was lower in the observed sharp wave correlogram than the mean 2 2 s.d. from
100 shuffled correlograms. For biphasic neurons, the number of spikes in four bins
surrounding the beginning of the sharp wave was higher in the observed sharp-wave
correlogram than the mean þ 1 s.d. from 100 shuffled correlograms, and the number of
spikes in ten consecutive bins, starting from the fourth bin of the sharp wave, was lower in
the observed sharp waves than the mean 2 2 s.d. of the respective bins from 100 shuffled
correlograms. The discharge frequency of single cells during three different brain states
(theta, sharp-wave and non-theta/non-sharp-wave) was calculated by dividing the
number of spikes with the summed duration of the respective brain state.
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Gene redundancy has been observed in yeast, plant and human
genomes, and is thought to be a consequence of whole-genome
duplications1–3. Baker’s yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, contains
several hundred duplicated genes1. Duplication(s) could have
occurred before or after a given speciation. To understand the
evolution of the yeast genome, we analysed orthologues of some
of these genes in several related yeast species. On the basis of the
inferred phylogeny of each set of genes, we were able to deduce
whether the gene duplicated and/or specialized before or after
the divergence of two yeast lineages. Here we show that the gene
duplications might have occurred as a single event, and that it
probably took place before the Saccharomyces and Kluyveromyces
lineages diverged from each other. Further evolution of each
duplicated gene pair—such as specialization or differentiation of
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